
on the fence

So, I don’t understand time and space the way I used to anymore... do 

you? 

It’s a fantasy. I take a walk outside, I see trees and cars and then I come 

back to my house and I scroll down on my cellphone or I look for 

something stupid on my computer

 

I saw you a long time ago and I see you now

Exactly

I feel time and space even more abstractly than before.  

I think absence and emptiness are expanding, they’re taking more space 

around us and yet, we feel close somehow. 

It’s confusing, I feel overwhelmed. 

Overwhelmed with anxiety and conspiracies in my head about how we 

are living a biological war. I feel I’m in an apocalyptic movie, you know. 

I’m still walking my dog outside in the morning and in the evening, 

it’s the only time I leave my apartment. I see fewer people, fewer cars, 

I return to my house and I don’t want to scroll down on my phone 

anymore, I want to read a book, I want to go to the forest, I want to talk 

with someone.

Perhaps I was thinking a lot from the point of view of matter, and now I 

want to connect in a rooted, natural way, if possible. Is there something 

like that? Essential, serious? Once I read somewhere that, when a 

human is in crisis, spirituality and mysticism gain strength in order to 

give coherence to being 

A mystical escape 

Yeah, we are mystical hermits with internet access. Modern hermits 

sharing complicated bikini yoga poses on the beach, deep healing music 

for the body & soul - did you know a video like that has more than 13 

million views?

DNA repair

relaxing music

networked meditation

OHM

I think THAT mystical escape is something we have been pursuing 

for years. I miss the skin as the last frontier, being information is an 

advantage; from behind foliage we design ourselves; 

watching, 

waiting, 

wishing, 

being desired, 

discarded, 

an evolutionary circle of the contemporary being. I’m myself and at the 

same time I am another, corporeal and incorporeal, now and always, 

here and on the other side of the screen, 

omnipresent, 

dual

so, I don’t understand time and space the way I used to anymore... do 

you? 
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